I. INTRODUCTION
Many proposed algorithms have been developed for tampered image detection process such as Pixel-based, Cloning, Resampling, Color Filter Array [1] , Hu moments (1962), Fourier-Mellin moments and radial moments (Sheng and Duvernoy, 1986) [2] , KPCA, PCA, etc. However, Zernike moments have proved its superiority in the analysis of invariant points of a digital image. Moreover, in the cutting process of a tampered image by Zernike moments, it also causes two main errors [2] , [3] . The study on reducing G.E and N.E in the paper will help our computation to be accurate and its detection performing to achieve more highly efficient.
In a color image, there are some invariant points on their phase and magnitude within each specific small area belonged to an image. When it is copied and moved from this area to other one, the invariant points of the copied area are not changed when they located in another area. Therefore, using Zernike moments, it is able to detect easily the copied areas of a tampered image (Fig. 1) .
To compute the Zernike moments for tampered image, a discrete-space image ( , ) f x y , which is combined by its ( NxN ) sub-images or Region of Interest (ROI), is mapped to the unit disc in polar form. Pixels fall outside the disc are not computed. Then, there is a moment invariance of the Zernike moment magnitude as reflected in the image mapping to the disc.
The unit circle (disc) is the assemblage of Zernike polynomials, which are orthogonal, identified in form of the polar coordinates. Considering the orthogonal Zernike polynomials of order n repetition m is 
where nZ   ; m is an integer defining the rotation subject to the conditions nm  = even, mn  ; r is the length of the vector from origin to pixel coordinate ( x , y ) ; ( , ) rx 
where nm  is even, 0 mn  and 0 n  . Eq. (4) implies that 
where
And k is a dynamic variable since computing . Besides, the value of A  plays an important role to provide different values corresponding to different squares.
In the process of computing Zernike polynomials, the main errors can be expressed as [5] . Therefore, the general form of mapping techniques for each ROI image to the unit disc obtained as [4] , [6] 
II. OVERVIEW GEOMETRICAL ERROR AND NUMERICAL ERROR

A. Geometrical Error
In the traditional approach, the value of h is equal the radius of the unit disc ( 1 h  ). Then, 
B. Numerical Error
The numerical error In the traditional method, the double integral term is computed by using zero th order approximation at the center points in two intervals [6] , 2 2
The approximation for computing zeroth order is as 
III. PROPOSED METHOD FOR G.E AND N.E
A. Minimization of Geometrical Error
In the proposed model, the authors denoted some notations for calculating as in the Fig. 3 . Figure 3 . Analysis the squaring circle 
B. Minimization of Numerical Error
The N.E is come about by approximating the zeroth order of the double integral term in (17). The set of Zernike moments can be computed by using the geometric moments as [7] Otherwise, according to [1] , the function of geometric moments for set of discrete points as 
Hence, (20) is a useful technique to limit the Numerical Error [1] . However, there is a tradeoff between the running time of our algorithm and the accuracy in duplicated regions detecting. 
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS
( , )
where ( , ) ij f is the continue-original image and ( , ) ij f is the constructed-discrete image. Thus, the difference between ( , ) ij f and ( , ) ij f is the reconstruction error.
According to these above figures, the higher order n and more repetition m in Zernike computing, the more feature points extracted by ZMs. Thus, the reconstructed images are most similarly approximated to the original images. If the high orders are exceeded the capability of ZMs, the reconstructed image will be distorted. In proposed method, more feature points are highlighted that help to the detection algorithm identifying the duplicated regions having same feature points easily.
The average reconstruction error after computing between both kinds of Zernike Moments computing technique in terms of G.E and N.E are below The authors just shown two main graphs having the difference of total errors reduced dramatically in binary images. According to the above graphs, the G.E and N.E of proposed technique are decreased (~20.68%| max in Fig.  7a and ~14.35%| min in Fig. 7b ), zeroth order to 10 th order of ZMs, than that of traditional technique. Thus, the prediction for total errors is in [14.35; 20.68] (%).
V. IMPLEMENTING MODIFIED ZERNIKE MOMENTS TO DETECT A DUPLICATED IMAGE
A. Overview of K-Means Clustering
The hierarchical k -means tree is combined by Kmeans and Hierarchical algorithm and the algorithm plays a role to split the data points at each level into K distinct region using a k -means clustering, and then applying the same method recursively to the points in each region. The recursion will be stopped when the number of points in a region is smaller than K [9] , it is considered in Fig. 8 . Calculate Euclidean distances in each ROI image after computing ZMs and match the blocks having their similar magnitudes (Eq. 22), [10] . For comparing to other ROIs, the authors used the Bhattacharyya distances through two different classes having the variance p 
B. Flowchart of Proposed Work
The diagram shows the steps which the authors used to extract features and detect duplicated regions in OS Linux. By studying on the tools supported OpenCV and Boost (set of color vectors processor, and vector spaces) which are able to running in Linux. The authors combined them to proposed Zernike program which has showed the successful in detecting the copied-moved regions in tampered image with the features of the program are the capability of faster detecting and scanning all areas of the photo in order to highlight feature points and find out the difference between those features. The more areas of sub-images are computed, the more feature points are detected. Figure 9 . Flowchart of detecting a tampered image According to Fig. 9 , the color image will initially covert to gray scale, after that the Zernike algorithm will cut the image into many sub-images and then computing the set of Zernike polynomials having their modified parameters in each sub-image. With the support of OpenCV and Boost Libraries, each region having feature points will be highlighted and the through the blocks of Kdsort and Fastsats. Each feature point of sub-image will compare the value of feature point with other ones, if the distance of Euclidean and Bhattacharyya are smaller or equal than the initial threshold, the machine will mark regions coloring. Finally, the full gray image is converted back to the original color one.
The performance of ZMs compared with HU, KPCA and PCA [11] as shown in the two tables below:
, and
where P T = the correctly detected tampered pixels; P F = the faultily detected tampered pixels; N F = the falsely missed pixels; p = Precision; r = Recall and F  = the combination of precision and recall in a single value [12] . In this work, the proposed method of our study is not only enhanced the number of pixels of ROI-image computed inside the unit circle but also limited the change in size of a reconstructed image after Zernike computing to compare with the size of an original image. Through the changed parameters of the size of sub-image and the support of OpenCV and Boost operating in Linux, the experiment results proved that the efficiency of detecting a tampered image by ZMs is higher than others.
